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To help you participate in the Challenge, Paperless Lifestyle
Ambassador Jamie Todd Rubin has put together a handy checklist.
Use Evernote to help you achieve a truly paperless life.
Check the boxes as you go...

One

Make sure you have the basic tools: an Evernote account; a scanner; a
staple remover.

Two

Determine the scope of your effort. I recommend starting with just
incoming paper.

Three

Aim to spend 10 minutes each day going paperless.

Four

Decide how you want to organize your paperless data.

Five

Consider options for securing and protecting your paperless data.

Six

Start scanning! Not sure what to scan? See ideas below.

Seven

Convert paper magazine subscriptions to digital subscriptions (you
can do this as each paper subscription expires).

Eight

Shred and recycle your unused paper.
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What can you scan?
Anything that survives being
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Deciding what to scan
Scanning documents is just one part of going paperless. There are
many other documents that I add to Evernote that are already in
electronic format. There is no need to scan them, but the question
still remains: is this worth putting into Evernote?
Evaluate an electronic document on the frequency you think you’ll
use it, as well as against your personality type.

One

Start with a blank diagram.

Two

Fill in the types of paper documents you have, placing them where
they belong on each spectrum.

Three

Based on your threshold for frequency and your personality type,
draw a shape around those documents you want to scan in.

Four

Use the result as a guideline for future scanning.
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Step One

Start with the paper that you’ll need most frequently and work your
way backwards.

Step Two

If you are a completist, avoid going back and scanning in your entire
filing cabinet, until you’ve done Step 1.

Step Four

Constantly ask yourself, “how often will I use this?”

Step Five

Remember that this is a rough framework and it is okay to break the
rules or make exceptions if it makes you feel better.
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